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Form Use Examples

I / You / We / They have eaten 
He / She / It has eaten

I / You / We / They have not eaten 
He / She / It has not eaten

Have I / you / we / they eaten? 
Has he / she / it eaten?

Short forms:  I have ➝ I’ve 
she has ➝ she’s 
have not ➝ haven’t 
has not ➝ hasn’t

1  actions that happened in 
the past but are still relevant 
(the specific time the action 
took place is unknown or 
unimportant)

2  actions that started in the past 
and are still going on (usually 
with for, since, how long)

3  actions that were repeated 
several times in the past

4  with time periods that are not 
finished yet

5  to announce recent events

6  with This is the first / second 
time ... and superlatives: This 
is the best / worst ...   

Charlotte has lost her keys so she can’t 
open the door.
Have you met the new teacher?
Nathan hasn’t sent me a message.

Alex has lived in New York for 10 years.
I haven’t eaten anything since breakfast.
How long have they had a sailing boat?

I have travelled abroad twice this year.

Jack hasn’t spoken to Thomas today.

A lion has escaped from the zoo!

This is the first time we have visited Paris.
This is the best book I’ve read for a long 
time.

Time Expressions:  just, already, always, never, ever, yet, before, lately, recently, for, since, so far, how long,  
today, this week / month / year

The lesson has already / just begun. Sally has known Max for six months. (for + period of time)
Joshua has never tried Mexican food. Ben has lived in Rome since 2010. (since + a point in time)
Have you ever ridden a horse? It hasn’t rained recently.
Has the match started yet? So far, I’ve tried on three shirts. / I’ve tried on three shirts so far.
Have we met before? How long have you lived here?

Notes
1  There is a difference in meaning between have been to and have gone to.
 Alicia has been to Australia. (She visited Australia at some time in the past.)
 Alicia has gone to Australia. (She went to Australia and is still there.)

2 The past participle of regular verbs is verb + -ed.  
 For a list of irregular verbs, see page 171.

\

Comparison of Present Perfect Simple and Past Simple 

Present Perfect Simple
•  actions that happened in the past but affect the present
 Bella has spent all her money.  
 (She can’t buy anything else.) 

•  actions or states that started in the past and continue 
to the present

 I have worked at the zoo for a long time.  
 (I still work there.)

Notes
1 When the exact time is stated, we use Past Simple, not Present Perfect Simple.
 The lesson ended at 11 o’clock. (not: The lesson has ended at 11 o’clock. 7)

2  When since is followed by a clause (subject + verb), the verb is usually in Past Simple.
 We haven’t eaten anything since we got home. (not: since we have got home  7)

Past Simple
•   actions that happened in the past and do not  

affect the present
  Bella spent all her money yesterday.  

(stating a fact)
•  actions or states that started and finished in  

the past
  I worked at the zoo for a long time.  

(I no longer work there.)

Present Perfect Simple

Present Perfect Simple, 
Present Perfect Continuous

Form Use Examples

I / You / We / They have been eating 
He / She / It has been eating

I / You / We / They haven’t been eating
He / She / It hasn’t been eating

Have I / you / we / they been eating? 
Has he / she / it been eating?

1  actions that started in the 
past and continue in the 
present with an emphasis 
on the duration of the action 
(often with for and since)

2  actions that started in the 
past and have just finished. 
We can see the results of the 
action in the present.

George has been waiting at the train 
station for half an hour.
I have been staying with my aunt 
since Easter.

Nadia’s hair is wet because she  
has been swimming.
The twins have been cleaning their 
room all morning and they’re tired now.

Time Expressions: lately, recently, for, since, how long, all day / morning / week
Sadie has been learning Chinese for three months.
How long have you been standing there?
I have been studying for my history exam all week.

Notes
We don’t usually use stative verbs in the continuous form.
I have known Jessica since high school.      
Thomas has always wanted a pet.

For spelling rules for adding -ing in Present Perfect Continuous, see page 173.

Present Perfect Continuous

 Read about what happened to Oliver. Then match the verbs in bold to the correct use of the tenses (a-f).

Oliver 2 has been playing his 
favourite video game for hours. Oliver is very tired today.

Oliver can’t study anymore.

Oliver 4 has spent his week playing 
video games. It’s Thursday and he 
decides to study for his history test. 

I 1have reached the next level! 
I can’t stop playing now.

Good morning, class.  
I 3have decided to give 
you a test on Friday.

  I 5have been studying  
for hours. I still haven’t 
read all of my books, but 

I’m so tired.

This is the most  
difficult test I  

6have ever had! I can’t 
answer any of the 

questions.

The other students think the test is 
easy, but not Oliver …

  a  a past action that is still 
relevant

  b  an action repeated several  
times in the past

  c making an announcement

  d  an action that started in the 
past and is still continuing

  e  a continuous past action 
that has just finished, we 
can still see the result

  f with superlatives

1

4

3

2

5

6
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 Grammar Practice
1 Read each sentence. Then choose the correct situation.

 1 I have been studying for an hour.

 a I am still studying. b I finished studying an hour ago.

 2 Lisa has been to New York on holiday.

 a She is still in New York. b She has returned from New York.

 3 Have you eaten anything this morning?

 a It is still morning. b It is no longer morning. 

 4 Jack has lived in Hawaii for 10 years.

 a Jack left Hawaii after 10 years. b Jack moved to Hawaii 10 years ago and he’s still there.

 5 My sister has borrowed my favourite top.

 a She is taking my top from the wardrobe. b My top isn’t in the cupboard.

 6 Mum has gone to the office.

 a She’s at work now. b She has come home from work.

2  The students in Georgia’s class are getting ready for their school party. Choose the correct answer.  

 JusTin  This looks cool! 1 Have you decorated / Have you been decorating the school hall all morning?

 GeoRGia   Yes, it’s almost ready. I 2 have tried / have been trying to blow up these balloons, but there are so  
 many of them! This is the first break I 3 have had / have been having since I got to school.

 JusTin   Well, you 4 have done / have been doing a great job so far. I can see you  
5 have worked / have been working hard. 

 GeoRGia   6 Have you seen / Have you been seeing Leo anywhere?  
I 7 have waited / have been waiting for him to come and help me. 

 JusTin   He 8 has just gone / has just been to the computer lab to make sure Leanne  
and Joe 9 have finished / have been finishing the playlist for tonight. 

 GeoRGia  I hope they 10 have chosen / have been choosing some good dance songs. 

 JusTin  Me too! 

3 Complete with the correct time expressions.

   A new island has 1  appeared in the Pacific Ocean. It began forming when an 
underwater volcano erupted some months ago. 2  then, the island has been  
getting bigger and bigger. Some people have 3  visited this new island. They  
say the volcanic rock hasn’t cooled down 4  and is still extremely hot.

    5  years, scientists have been trying to develop a robot 
that can get close enough to penguins to film them. Their latest design,  
which looks just like a baby penguin, has been the most successful  
6  . The scientists have 7  returned from  
Antarctica, where they used the robot to film an Emperor penguin laying  
an egg. Nobody has 8  done that before! 

    There have been a lot of discussions 9  about the amount of plastic in the 
Mediterranean Sea. There have 10  been so many plastic bottles and bags in 
the water 11  . The Mediterranean has 12  been an important 
habitat for fish but the plastic is now threatening many species.

A recently

B

C

yet
recently
already
since

+ ECO-NEWS + ECO-NEWS + ECO-NEWS + ECO

ever
so far
just
for

always
before
lately
never

4 Complete the text with the verbs given. use Present Perfect simple, 
 Present Perfect Continuous or Past simple.

Hi, everyone! I’m Barbara Jones and I’m reporting live from the Notting Hill Carnival, here in West London. It’s the 
first day of the carnival today and for the last hour, a parade 1  (take) place along the streets  
of Notting Hill. Traditional Caribbean music 2  (play) since the festival 3   
(begin) at six o’clock this morning. A great band 4  (just / start) playing, and everywhere I look, 
I can see people dancing. The atmosphere here is fantastic! The sun 5  (shine) all morning!   
I 6  (report) from this carnival for years, and this is the first time the weather 
7  (ever / be) so good! Since the festival first 8  (take) place in 1964,  
it 9  (become) more and more popular. About 500 people 10  (come)  
to the first Notting Hill Carnival, but today the event attracts over a million  
visitors each year! They come for the music, the parade and the  
amazing street food. 

5  Complete the sentences. use Past simple, Present Perfect simple or  
Present Perfect Continuous. Then do the quiz.

   How long  (people / play) Monopoly? 

  a This board game  (appear) in the shops 20 years ago. 

  b This board game  (be) in the shops for more than 80 years. 

   People  (eat) hot dogs for a long time. When was the first hot dog made?

  a People first  (start) eating hot dogs in the USA in 1880. 

  b  Hot dogs  (be) popular since they started making them in Germany  
in the 1500s.

     Many different actors  (play) the part of James Bond over the years.  
Who was Bond in the 2015 film Spectre?

  a Pierce Brosnan, who also  (star) in Die Another Day in 2002. 

  b Daniel Craig, who  (act) since 1992. 

   When  (Apple / produce) its first computer?

  a The company  (make) computers since 1984. 

  b The company  (sell) its first computer in 2004. 

   Which series of books  (Jeff Kinney / write)?

  a  Harry Potter. Children and adults all around the world  (read) these books. 

  b Diary of a Wimpy Kid. He  (write) 10 books in the series so far. 

      Welcome to Notting Hill Carnival! 

1

2

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

3

Since
already

yet

For

so far just

ever

never
before always

lately

has been taking
has been playing began

has been shining
has just started

have been reporting
has ever been

has become

have people been playing

appeared

have been eating

started

have been popular

have played

starred

has been acting

did Apple produce

has been making

sold

did Jeff Kinney write

have read

has written

has been

took

came
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has just arrived

6 Rewrite the sentences using the words given.

 1 Henry arrived at my flat a minute ago.   just 

 Henry  at my flat.

 2 How long has it been raining?   start

 When  raining?

 3 I have never tried Japanese food before.   eaten

 This is the first time I  Japanese food.

 4 Sam had his first French lesson last week.  learning

 Sam  a week.

 5 Isn’t Helen at home?   gone  

 Has  out?

 6 Playing football has made Jake hungry.   been

  Jake is hungry because  football.

 7 I bought a tablet in 2014.   had

 I  2014.

 8 I’m still writing my composition.   finished

  I  my composition yet.

Present Perfect 
Simple and Present 
Perfect Continuous

 Look at the pictures. 
Say what has 
happened or what 
has been happening.

Possible answers for number 1

1 His favourite player has just scored a goal.

2 He’s been cheering for his team since the game started. 

4

5

3

6

2

1

A number of authors have 1  stories about children who  
2  with animals. For example, Rudyard Kipling invented the character  
of Mowgli, who is 3  by wolves. Last week, I 4  
my pocket money to see a film called Among Wolves. It isn’t about Mowgli; it’s about a real boy 
called Marcos, who spends 12 years in the mountains of southern Spain with only wild animals 
to keep him company. He even becomes friends with a young wolf one day after the wolf  
5  with a piece of fresh meat for him to eat. What a great film!

made up

2  A    using prepositions Complete the phrases. Use for / for a / for some.

ages
good
now

time
while
minute

Among Wolves

1  B  Complete the text with the correct form of the 
phrasal verbs in Exercise 1A.

Lexical grammar
phrasal Verbs: up Let’s see what  

story he makes up  
this time.

Tom always  
turns up late!

Who used up 
all the milk?

I gave it to  
Fluffy. He’s growing 

up quickly and needs 
lots of milk.

1  A  Look at the pictures and write the correct  
phrasal verb.

 1 arrive  

 2 raise a child  

 3 become an adult 

 4 finish the supply of something 

 5 invent stories, excuses 

turn up

Anna was  
brought up in a hot 
country. She’s not 
used to the cold.

Chat!

did it start

have eaten

has been learning French for

bring up

grow up

for for afor some

use up

make up

have grown up / 
grow up

used upbrought up

turns up

Helen gone

he has been playing

have had a tablet since

haven’t / have not finished (writing) 



ARE WE ALONE? 
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FAVOURITE YOUTUBE VIDEOS

sleepy

Noun Adjective

anger
dirt
health
hunger
mess

Noun Adjective

noise
sleep
taste
thirst
wealth

angry

3  B  Use adjectives from Exercise 3A to answer the questions.

 1  How do you feel if you stay up late every night studying? 

 2  How do you look after you have been playing football in the mud? 

 3  How do you feel when you haven’t eaten anything for hours? 

 4  What is your desk like before you tidy it up? 

 5  How would you feel if your friend lied to you? 

3  C   Use the rest of the adjectives to complete the following sentences.

 1  That chocolate cake looks delicious. It must be really  .

 2  Eating crisps made me  , so I drank some water.

 3  Apples, cherries and nuts are all examples of  snacks.

 4  Celebrities who are extremely  should use their money to help others.

 5  I live on such a  road that it’s difficult to hear the TV sometimes!

3  D  Three teenagers are talking about videos they have seen online. Complete the text with words from Exercise 3A.

Have you seen that video of a baby who tries lemon for the first time?  
He doesn’t like the 1  at all and pulls a really funny face!  
It’s easy to understand why, as lemons taste really sour.

I like the one where a cat opens the freezer door to get some 
fish! Maybe it was 2  and wanted a snack! You 
can tell the cat’s really clever – it manages to find the food it 
wants without making a 3  ! And it chooses 
something that’s good for its 4  too!

I watched some videos yesterday about dogs that don’t want to have a bath. In one video, the dog 
started growling. It showed its teeth like it was really 5  although it was probably 
just scared. It seems like dogs prefer being 6  to having baths.

2  B  Complete the dialogues with the correct words.

 1 ages / a minute

  “Hello! I haven’t seen you for  !”

  “Hi! It’s been such a long time since we met that I didn’t recognize you for  !”

 2 good / some time

  “How’s Natalie getting on in Italy? She’s been there for  , hasn’t she?” 

  “Yes. She likes it so much that she has decided to stay there for  .”

 3 now / a while

  “I haven’t heard from David for  . Has he found a flat yet?” 

  “No, so he’s staying with friends for  . ”

3  A    WorD BuilDing suffix -y Complete the chart.

 1  I haven’t missed an episode of this TV series 
since it  .

 a starts
 b started
 c has started
 d has been starting

 2  Pete  for his phone all morning but he still 
hasn’t found it.

 a looked
 b is looking
 c has looked
 d has been looking

 3  This salad is the healthiest meal I  this week!
 a am eating
 b ate
 c have eaten
 d have been eating

 4  Pippa is angry with James. She  him since 
Saturday.

 a hasn’t been calling
 b wasn’t calling
 c didn’t call
 d hasn’t called

 5  “Why have we stopped to rest?” 
“Because I  for hours!”

 a am driving
 b have been driving
 c drove
 d was driving

2 Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence.

 6  competed in a marathon?
 a You ever have
 b Did ever you
 c Did you ever
 d Have you ever

 7  “I’ve just received a text from Joseph.” 
“How is he? I haven’t seen him  .”

 a lately
 b so far
 c already
 d just

 8  Alexander  up in Athens but he lives  
in London now.

 a grew 
 b brought
 c turned
 d used

 9 I’ve been waiting for the bus for  .
 a minutes
 b while
 c ages
 d good

 10  Your room’s really  ! Will you please  
 tidy it up?

 a noisy
 b wealthy
 c sleepy
 d messy

                    Have you 1  wondered if there is life anywhere else in the universe? 
               Many scientists believe the best way to answer this question is to find other planets which are similar to 
Earth. For 2  time, the Kepler telescope has 3  sending photographs from space 
back to Earth. Scientists study these carefully to look for planets that could have life. 4  2009, when 
the Kepler telescope first went up into space, they have discovered over 2,000 earth-like planets!

But do any of these have life on them? Well, astronomers have 5  found signs of life on any of these 
planets yet, but there are two planets which they think are possible. They announced the discovery of  
these a few years 6  . Since then, they 7  been collecting as much  
information as possible. 8  far, they know that one is extremely hot, while the other  
is extremely cold. Despite these conditions, scientists believe life of some kind could exist in these  
              places. After all, there are extremely cold and extremely hot environments  
                      on our planet too.

ages

a minute

ever

some been
Since

never

ago
So

have

some time

good

a while

now

dirty

healthy

hungry

messy

noisy

sleepy

tasty

thirsty

wealthy

dirty

hungry

messy

angry

tasty

taste

hungry

mess
health

angry
dirty

thirsty

healthy

wealthy

noisy

 B2 Exam Practice
1  Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each 

gap. Use only one word in each gap.
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